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Introduction to PRIME 
WIDA developed PRIME as a tool to assist publishers and educators in analyzing their materials for the 
presence of key components of the WIDA Standards Framework. PRIME stands for Protocol for Review 
of Instructional Materials for ELLs. 
 
The PRIME correlation process identifies how the components of the 2012 Amplification of the English 
Language Development Standards, Kindergarten through Grade 12, and the Spanish Language 
Development (SLD) Standards, Kindergarten through Grade 12 are represented in instructional materials. 
These materials may include core and supplemental texts, websites and software (e.g., apps, computer 
programs), and other ancillary materials. PRIME is not an evaluative tool that judges the effectiveness of 
published materials.  
 
Those who complete WIDA PRIME Correlator Trainings receive PRIME Correlator Certification. This 
may be renewed annually.  Contact WCEPS for pricing details at store@wceps.org or 877-272-5593. 
 
New in This Edition 
PRIME has been expanded to include 

• Correlation to the WIDA Standards Framework 
• Connections to English and Spanish Language Development Standards 
• Relevance for both U.S. domestic and international audiences 

 
Primary Purposes 

• To assist educators in making informed decisions about selecting instructional materials for 
language education programs 

• To inform publishers and correlators on the various components of the WIDA Standards 
Framework and of their applicability to the development of instructional materials 

 
Primary Audience 

• Publishers and correlators responsible for ensuring their instructional materials address language 
development as defined by the WIDA English and Spanish Language Development Standards  

• District administrators, instructional coaches, and teacher educators responsible for selecting 
instructional materials inclusive of or targeted to language learners 

 
At WIDA, we have a unique perspective on how to conceptualize and use language development 
standards. We welcome the opportunity to work with both publishers and educators. We hope that in 
using this inventory, publishers and educators will gain a keener insight into the facets involved in the 
language development of language learners, both in the U.S. and internationally, as they pertain to 
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products.   

Overview of the PRIME Process 
PRIME has two parts. In Part 1, you complete an inventory of the materials being reviewed, including 
information about the publisher, the materials’ intended purpose, and the intended audience. 
 
In Part 2, you answer a series of yes/no questions about the presence of the criteria in the materials. You 
also provide justification to support your “yes” responses. If additional explanations for “No” answers are 
relevant to readers’ understanding of the materials, you may also include that in your justification. Part 2 
is divided into four steps which correspond to each of the four elements being inventoried; see the 
following table. 
 
PRIME at a Glance 

Standards Framework Elements Included in the PRIME Inventory 

1. Asset-based Philosophy 

A. Representation of Student Assets and Contributions 

2. Academic Language 

A. Discourse Dimension 

B. Sentence Dimension 

C. Word/Phrase Dimension 

3. Performance Definitions 

A. Representations of Levels of Language Proficiency 

B. Representations of Language Domains 

4. Strands of Model Performance Indicators and the Standards Matrices 

A. Connection to State Content Standards and WIDA Language Development Standards 

B. Cognitive Challenge for All Learners at All Levels of Language Proficiency 

C. Supports for Various Levels of Language Proficiency 

D. Accessibility to Grade Level Content 

E. Strands of Model Performance Indicators 
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PRIME Part 1: Provide Information about Materials 
Provide information about each title being correlated. 

Publication Title(s):  Hands-On English, An English Language Development Program, K-1 Beginners 

Publisher: Ballard & Tighe 

Materials/Program to be Reviewed:  Hands-On English K-1 Beginners 

Tools of Instruction included in this review:  Program Guide, Teacher’s Guides A-E, Big Books, Slides, 
Printables, Assessment Forms, and EnglishMats 

Intended Teacher Audiences:  K-1 ELD Teachers 

Intended Student Audiences:  K-1 English learners 

Language domains addressed in material:  Speaking, Listening, Reading, Writing 

Check which set of standards will be used in this correlation:  

☐ WIDA Spanish Language Development Standards

☒ WIDA English Language Proficiency Standards

WIDA Language Development Standards addressed: (e.g. Language of Mathematics).  Social and 
Instructional Language, the Language of Language Arts, the Language of Social Studies, the Language of 
Math, the Language of Science 

WIDA Language Proficiency Levels included: WIDA Language Proficiency levels are not explicitly 
identified. The program is designed for beginner EL students. 

Most Recently Published Edition or Website:  2018 

In the space below explain the focus or intended use of the materials: Hands-On English K-1 is an 
English Language Development (ELD) program designed for English Learners (Els) who are at the 
beginning level of English language proficiency. In terms of content, it aligns best with the overall 
curriculum in K-1, while in terms of ELD, it is highly suitable for TK-2. The program’s hands-on 
approach requires students to actively use language in all modalities to communicate ideas, interact with 
peers, and use language for social and academic purposes.  
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PRIME Part 2:  Correlate Your Materials 

1. Asset-Based Philosophy

A. Representation of Student Assets and Contributions
The WIDA Standards Framework is grounded in an asset-based view of students and
the resources and experiences they bring to the classroom, which is the basis for
WIDA’s Can Do Philosophy.

1) Are the student assets and contributions
considered in the materials?

Yes  No 

2) Are the student assets and contributions
systematically considered throughout the
materials?

Yes  No 

Justification: Provide examples from materials as evidence to support each “yes” 
response for this section. Provide descriptions, not just page numbers. 

1) Student assets and contributions are considered in the materials. In the Program
Guide, which describes the philosophy and structure of the materials, it states that 

“The program’s hands-on approach requires students to actively use language in 

all modalities to communicate ideas, interact with peers, and use language for 

social and academic purposes.” (page 6). An example is taken from the Teacher’s 

Guide A, Chapter 2, called “Things We Like to Do,” where the Essential Question 

is “What do you like to do?” There are a variety of activities that elicit student 

answers to this question. In Lesson 2, page 39 of the Teacher’s Guide, there is an 

activity where the students are shown a Venn diagram and will sort pictures of 

what they like to do inside, outside and then both inside and outside:
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2)  Student’s assets and contributions are considered systematically throughout the 

materials. The materials are designed for young, beginning level ELs and each 

Chapter incorporates a variety of interactive, hands-on activities that would appeal 

to this age group. The Chapters all incorporate student’s interests, likes and 

dislikes in order to help facilitate understanding of the content and language. In 

Chapter 7, students will be talking about time and routines. Students will be using 

vocabulary picture cards in Lesson 3, Activity 2 to talk about their daily routines: 
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2. Academic Language  
WIDA believes that developing language entails much more than learning words. WIDA 
organizes academic language into three dimensions:  discourse, sentence, and word/phrase 
dimensions situated in sociocultural contexts. Instructional material developers are encouraged 
to think of how the design of the materials can reflect academic language as multi-dimensional.   

A. Discourse Dimension (e.g., amount, structure, density, organization, 
cohesion, variety of speech/written text) 

 

1) Do the materials address language features at the 
discourse dimension in a consistent manner for all 
identified proficiency levels?  

Yes  No 

 

2) Are the language features at the discourse 
dimension addressed systematically throughout 
the materials? 

Yes  No 

 

Justification: Provide examples from materials as evidence to support each “yes” 
response for this section. Provide descriptions, not just page numbers. 

1) Because this is a program designed for young (K-1) beginning level ELs, there is a 
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strong emphasis on vocabulary and basic grammar structures, however, the 

Program Guide addresses the issue of academic language and discourse. See the 

description below, from page 9 of the Program Guide: 

 An example of this kind of meaningful communication is seen below, from the 

Teacher Guide C, Lesson 5, page 16. Students will be working with sequence 

words to retell a story: 

2) The language features at the discourse dimension are addressed systematically

throughout the materials. Many lessons contain stories, songs, chants and other

forms of discourse that the students are engaged with throughout. An example is

taken here, from the Teachers Guide B, Lesson 4, Activity 1, where the students
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see and listen to a chant about the body: 

 Each lesson also contains an “extend” activity where students who are ready, can 

get more practice working with the language. An example, from the Teacher’s 

Guide C, Lesson 9, page 25, has students practicing writing with the support of 

sentence frames and visuals: 

B. Sentence Dimension (e.g., types, variety of grammatical structures,
formulaic and idiomatic expressions; conventions)
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1) Do the materials address language features at the
sentence dimension for all of the identified
proficiency levels?

Yes  No 

2) Are the language features at the sentence
dimension appropriate for the identified
proficiency levels?

Yes  No 

3) Are the language features at the sentence
dimension addressed systematically throughout
the materials?

Yes  No 

Justification: Provide examples from materials as evidence to support each “yes” 
response for this section. Provide descriptions, not just page numbers. 

1) The materials are designed for Beginning level EL students and the sentence
dimension language features at this level are addressed. This mostly involves the 

most frequently used grammar structures as the program guide describes on page 

9:

2) The language features at the sentence level are appropriate for the beginning

proficiency level target of the materials. As mentioned above, the features at the

sentence dimension are the most frequently used forms in English, such as simple

present tense and high frequency adjectives, appropriate for the K-1 age group.

An example of an activity incorporating the simple present is seen below, from the

capstone activity where the students have created an animal puppet and are using

the printable to describe it with the sentence frames provided:
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3) The language features at the sentence dimension are systematically addressed
throughout the materials.  The Program Guide states, on page 9, “the grammar 

progression in Hands-On English, K-1 follows a traditional path for instruction of 

English as a second language, starting with introduction of the most frequently 

used forms in English, such as the simple present tense and present progressive, 

personal pronouns, and high-frequency adjectives. More advanced grammatical 

forms are used occasionally in order to serve important communication needs, 

such as using past tense verbs and time expressions to support learning how to 

talk about stories in ELA (e.g., What did the girl do?).” Each Teacher’s Guide 

provides an overview for each of the two Chapters that are contained within it. 

This overview is a table of which two columns are dedicated to the Grammatical 

Forms and Sentence Frames used in the Chapter. An example is seen below, 

from the Teacher’s Guide E, Chapter 9:
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 Additionally, there is a box of sentence frames that comes with the materials that 

“support the learning of new functions and grammatical forms” (Program Guide, 

page 26). The sentence frames are labeled by chapter number and then frame 

number, so teachers can easily access them. At the beginning of each lesson in 

the Teacher’s Guides, there is an area that references the sentence frames used 

in the lesson, as seen here, from Teacher’s Guide D, Lesson 2, page 10: 
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C. Word/Phrase Dimension (multiple meanings of words, general, specific,
and technical language1)

1) Do the materials address language features at the
word/phrase dimension in a consistent manner
for all identified proficiency levels?

Yes No 

2) Are words, expressions, and phrases represented
in context?

Yes No 

3) Is the general, specific, and technical language
appropriate for the targeted proficiency levels?

Yes No 

4) Is the general, specific, and technical2 language
systematically presented throughout the
materials?

Yes No 

Justification: Provide examples from materials as evidence to support each “yes” 
response for this section. Provide descriptions, not just page numbers. 

1) The materials address language features at the word/phrase dimension in a

consistent manner for the identified Beginner proficiency level. Because this is a

program targeted for K-1 beginning students, there is a heavy emphasis on

vocabulary development. Each chapter of the program has 38-40 target

2General language refers to words or expressions not typically associated with a specific content areas (e.g., 
describe a book).   
Specific language refers to words or expressions used across multiple academic content areas in school (chart, 
total, individual).  
Technical language refers to the most precise words or expressions associated with topics within academic content 
areas in school and is reflective of age and developmental milestones. 
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vocabulary words, presented in a variety of ways, both visually and in writing. The 

Program Guide talks about the research based approach to this selection, when it 

says on page 10: 

    Chapter 1 introduces vocabulary related to school and teaches students a variety 

of general specific and technical vocabulary appropriate for this age/proficiency 

level. The materials come with a set of vocabulary cards and pictures for teachers 

to use as well as a separate box of student cards which are only pictures and are 

smaller than the vocabulary cards. Examples of both can be seen below, from the 

Program Guide, page 27: 
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2) Words, phrases, and expressions are represented in context throughout the

program. The Chapter Overview provides a list of the target vocabulary used in

the chapter as seen here, from Chapter 1, Teacher’s Guide A:
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 The target vocabulary then appears throughout the lessons that follow, breaking 

down for the teacher the specific vocabulary from the larger list used in each 

lesson. An example is shown below, from Lesson 3 where the students are using 

the vocabulary related to school objects. The teacher sees this list in the 

Teacher’s Guide, page 12: 
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 With this list, the students will see the vocabulary cards as well as use realia 

(pencils, books, etc.) to play a game and use a short sentence frame (This is a 

_____)  to help cement understanding of the vocabulary. All the lessons follow a 

similar format, with games, stories, pictures and other age-appropriate activities 

that incorporate the target vocabulary. 

3) The general, specific and technical vocabulary is appropriate for the targeted

proficiency level of the program. This is a program designed for beginning ELs and

the vocabulary throughout the program reflects that. Because this is a young age

group (K-1), there is not an abundance of technical vocabulary, but the students

are exposed to some, especially in the later chapters, such as chapter 9, where

the essential question is “Where do we go every day?” The students learn specific

words such as “restaurant” but also technical terms like “bakery.”  Students

interact with these words in a variety of creative ways, such as a bingo game,

seen here:
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4) The general, specific, and technical words are presented systematically

throughout the materials. Each chapter, as mentioned earlier, contains a chapter

overview which outlines the target vocabulary, broken down by parts of speech.

Each lesson highlights for the teacher the vocabulary used and identifies the

specific vocabulary cards that are to be used. See an example below from
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Chapter 7, Lesson 1: 

 Additionally, at the end of the chapters, there is a “EnglishMat” activity, which, 

according to the Program Guide, page 6, “support creative language production 

using rich illustrations as the basis for developing vocabulary, speaking, and 

writing skills associated with ELA standards.” An example of an EnglishMat is 

seen below, from Chapter 3, where students are taking about feelings and family: 
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3. Performance Definitions
The WIDA Performance Definitions define the WIDA levels of language proficiency in 
terms of the three dimensions of academic language described above (discourse, 
sentence, word/phrase) and across six levels of language development. 

A. Representation of Levels of Language Proficiency

1) Do the materials differentiate between the
language proficiency levels?

Yes  No 

2) Is differentiation of language proficiency
developmentally and linguistically appropriate for
the designated language levels?

Yes  No 

3) Is differentiation of language systematically
addressed throughout the materials?

Yes  No 

Justification: Provide examples from materials as evidence to support each “yes” 
response for this section. Provide descriptions, not just page numbers.  

1) The materials do not differentiate between the language proficiency levels because 

it is a program designed primarily for the range of beginning level EL students. 

However, the materials do state in the Program Guide that “some intermediate 

grammatical forms and vocabulary are introduced when the topic and content 

make them relevant.” (page 8)

2) Differentiation of language proficiency is developmentally and linguistically 

appropriate for the designated beginner level of the program. The Program Guide, 

on page 33 explains that while the program is “designed to work like an accordion, 

more time may be needed if the students have fewer than five lessons a week or if 

a group moves through the core lessons more slowly than the intended lesson-a-

day pace.” The program has what they call “flex activities and lessons.” These 

consist of the Capstone Project, EnglishMat, Reteaching, and Phonics. A 
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description of each is seen here: 

    These activities are all developmentally appropriate for grades K-1. An example of 

a flex activity, is a Capstone project for Chapter 9 where the students create a 

community map after the core lessons are presented. Community is a common 

topic taught at these grade levels: 
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3) Differentiation of language is systematically addressed throughout the materials.
The Program Guide addresses this issue, calling it “Leveling Up and Down.” The 

guide specifically talks about how students enter school at different times and with 

different proficiency levels. The guide offers general guidelines for Leveling Up or 

Leveling Down as needed. This advice, from pages 45 and 46, is seen below:
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   A specific example of leveling up and down suggestions can be seen here, from 

Lesson 2, page 11, which is a lesson about feelings: 

 The program also recognizes the potential challenges working with young students 

(ages 4-7, K-1st Grade) who may not have literacy skills in their first language or 

English. The Program Guide, part of which is seen here from page 46, offers 

advice for adapting for these different ages and grade levels: 
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B. Representation of Language Domains
WIDA defines language through expressive (speaking and writing) and receptive
(reading and listening) domains situated in various sociocultural contexts.

1) Are the language domains (listening, speaking,
reading, and writing) targeted in the materials?

Yes  No 

2) Are the targeted language domains presented
within the context of language proficiency
levels?

Yes  No 

3) Are the targeted language domains
systematically integrated throughout the
materials?

Yes  No 

Justification: Provide examples from materials as evidence to support each “yes” 
response for this section. Provide descriptions, not just page numbers. 

1) The language domains of listening, speaking reading, and writing are targeted in the 

materials. There is a strong emphasis on oral language, because, as described in the 

Program Guide, page 47, “Oral language development is the gateway for success in 

school and in life.” By providing a variety of activities and tasks in the materials, 

students have a lot of opportunities to practice both oral language production as well as 

literacy skills. In this example, from Chapter 1, Lesson 3, students are using listening, 

speaking and reading to play a game where they identify things used in a classroom 

using picture cards:
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In another example, from Lesson 4, Chapter 3, students have an opportunity to also 

write during an extension activity. Students are identifying parts of the body and will 

write body parts on a large outline of a classmate or alternatively on a printable, as seen 

here: 

2) The language domains are presented within the context of the beginner language

proficiency level the materials target. There is an emphasis on oral language

development in the materials, because they are made for young, beginning ELs. The

materials that come with the program contain a range of bright, relatable graphics in

the Big Books and also in the slides and printables that supplement the use of the

language domains, such as this song from Chapter 10 about cleaning up, where the
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students will listen, speak and read: 

3) The language domains are systematically integrated throughout the materials. Page
48 of the Program Guide explains their philosophy behind their teaching of 
instructional routines and strategies:

    The Program Guide then goes on to describe all the routines and strategies that are 

used throughout the program, using the following icons to demonstrate what 
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language domains each incorporates: 

    Throughout the ten chapters of the program, teachers will see this icon: 

     This indicates that it is a routine described in the Program Guide, to which they can 

refer to determine how the strategy works and what language domains are 

addressed. An example can be seen here, from Lesson 6, Chapter 1, where the 

students are learning to use pronouns. The teacher sees the indication for the Magic 

Mirror strategy: 

They can then consult the program guide, if need be, for instructions on how the activity 

works: 
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4. The Strands of Model Performance Indicators
and the Standards Matrices
The Strands of Model Performance Indicators (MPIs) provide sample representations of 
how language is processed or produced within particular disciplines and learning 
contexts.  WIDA has five language development standards representing language in the 
following areas: Social and Instructional Language, The Language of Language Arts, 
The Language of Mathematics, The Language of Science, The Language of Social 
Studies as well as complementary strands including The Language of Music and 
Performing Arts, The Language of Humanities, The Language of Visual Arts.   

The Standards Matrices are organized by standard, grade level, and domain (Listening, 
Speaking, Reading, and Writing).  The standards matrices make an explicit connection 
to state academic content standards and include an example for language use.  Each 
MPI includes a uniform cognitive function (adopted from Bloom’s taxonomy) which 
represents how educators can maintain the cognitive demand of an activity while 
differentiating for language.  Each MPI provides examples of what students can 
reasonably be expected to do with language using various supports.   

A. Connection to State Content Standards and WIDA Language
Development Standards

1) Do the materials connect the language
development standards to the state academic
content standards?

Yes  No 

2) Are the academic content standards
systematically represented throughout the
materials?

Yes  No 

3) Are social and instructional language and one or
more of the remaining WIDA Standards present in
the materials?

Yes  No 

Justification: Provide examples from materials as evidence to support each “yes” 
response for this section. Provide descriptions, not just page numbers. 

1) The materials connect the language development standards to the state

academic content standards. This passage, from the Program Guide, page 7,
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outlines the standards used: 

Grounded in Language and Content Standards 
All teachers, schools, and districts are held accountable for the success of their students. 
In order to help teachers meet these requirements, the themes and topics in Hands-On 
English, K-1 were developed on the basis of ELD and content-area standards. Language 
goals and tasks reflect state and national ELD standards, including the California English 
Language Development Standards, the Texas English Language Proficiency Standards, 
the ELPA21 standards, and the WIDA English Language Development Standards. The 
program has content connections to the Common Core State Standards (CCSS) for 
English Language Arts and Mathematics, the Next Generation Science Standards, and 
the National Curriculum Standards for Social Studies. Additionally, the activities support 
standards that emphasize learning about English as opposed to just learning English, 
referenced in the CCSS ELA “Language Standards” and the California English Language 
Development Standards for “Learning about how English works.” 

2) Academic content standards are systematically represented throughout the

materials. The program contains ten chapters and each chapter begins with an

essential question. The beginning of each chapter in the Teacher’s Guide also

contains a section outlining the language development goals and the content

connections. An example is seen here, from Chapter 6, where the essential

question is “Where Do Animals Live?”

 Additionally, there is a teacher e-port, located at 

www.HandsOnEnglish4Teacher.com where teachers can access the ELD and 

content standards alignment. 

3) Although the WIDA Standards are only mentioned in the program guide passage

above, the Social Instructional and other WIDA language development standards

are present in the materials. This program is designed for beginner level, K-1 ELs

and a large part of the program focuses on Social and Instructional (SIL)
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language, such as in Chapter 1 where the essential question is: “What Do You 

Know About School?” The language development goals of the chapter are 

indicative of the SIL standards: 

 As can be seen in the passage above, there is also a language of math goal 

included in the list. The language of math, science, social studies, and also 

language arts can all be found in the materials. Chapter 10 connects language 

arts, science and social studies with the essential question of “How do we keep 

Earth clean?” See the Academic Skills and Flex Activities and Lessons for the 

chapter below: 

B. Cognitive Challenge for All Learners at All Levels of Language
Proficiency
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1) Do materials present an opportunity for language
learners to engage in various cognitive functions
(higher order thinking skills from Bloom’s
taxonomy) regardless of their language level?

Yes  No 

2) Are opportunities for engaging in higher order
thinking systematically addressed in the
materials?

Yes  No 

Justification: Provide examples from materials as evidence to support each “yes” 
response for this section. Provide descriptions, not just page numbers. 

1) Although these materials are designed for the younger (K-1) beginning level EL 

students, there are opportunities for students to engage in various higher order 

thinking skills. The Capstone Project at the end of each chapter allows for this type of 

thinking by giving students “the opportunity to complete a project that brings together 

the chapter vocabulary, grammar, and content material and culminates with an oral 

presentation of their work” (Program Guide, page 6). An example can be seen below, 

from Chapter 6, where the Capstone Project has the students creating a paper plate 

diorama and part of the evaluation criteria is for them to describe it:

Another example comes from Teacher’s Guide C, Lesson 5 where the students are 

asked to classify animals by their physical features: 
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2) The materials provide consistent opportunities for students to engage in higher

order thinking skills. As mentioned above, each chapter ends with a Capstone

Project, which allows the students to dive deeper into the content and language

learned throughout the chapter, and apply it to a new task which they present to

the class. Appendix H in the Program Guide contains a table of all the Capstone

Projects in the program, where they can be found, and a description of each

project:
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C. Supports for Various Levels of Language Proficiency

1) Do the materials provide scaffolding supports for
students to advance within a proficiency level?

Yes  No 

2) Do the materials provide scaffolding supports for
students to progress from one proficiency level to
the next?

Yes  No 

3) Are scaffolding supports presented systematically
throughout the materials?

Yes  No 

Justification: Provide examples from materials as evidence to support each “yes” 
response for this section. Provide descriptions, not just page numbers. 

1) The materials contain scaffolding supports to help students advance within a

proficiency level. All the lessons contain a multitude of interactive, graphic and

other supports to help students understand the content. The materials come with a

series of Big Books, one for each of the five themes, used to support the literacy

development of the students. The books each contain one illustrated fictional text,

and one informational text supported with real life photos, as seen here:
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    The materials also use a variety of strategies, such as Total Physical Response 

(TPR) to support understanding for these youngest learners. An example is seen 

below, from Chapter 7 where the students learn a hand game to understand 

prepositions: 
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2) The materials provide scaffolding supports for students to progress from one

proficiency level to the next. As mentioned earlier, the materials are designed for

beginning level ELs and only address this level. However, each Chapter contains

a variety of “leveling up” activities for students who are progressing and ready for

a new challenge. These leveling up activities contain scaffolding supports as well.

An example is seen below, from Chapter 1, Lesson 3 where the students have

worked with the student picture cards showing classroom objects. The main

activity is to say if they have an object. The leveling up activity has students saying

something they like to do with the object:

3) Scaffolding supports are presented systematically throughout the materials. In
addition to the Big Books mentioned above, the materials contain a box of 

sentence frames used to support learning, vocabulary cards, student picture cards 

and EnglishMats, which are to be used after the chapter vocabulary has been 

introduced to “provide opportunities for language use in creative, open-ended 

discussions” (Program Guide, page 28). Examples of these supports can be seen
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below: 
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D. Accessibility to Grade Level Content

1) Is linguistically and developmentally appropriate
grade-level content present in the materials?

Yes  No 

2) Is grade-level content accessible for the targeted
levels of language proficiency?

Yes  No 

3) Is the grade-level content systematically
presented throughout the materials?

Yes  No 

Justification: Provide examples from materials as evidence to support each “yes” 
response for this section. Provide descriptions, not just page numbers. 

1) Linguistically and developmentally appropriate grade-level content is present in

the materials. The materials are developed for grades K-1 beginner ELs and the

essential questions and content of the chapters reflect this. The materials are all

colorful, user-friendly and engaging, which is appealing to young learners. The

chapter topics such as “Things We Like to Do” (Chapter 2), and “I Feel Silly!”

(Chapter 3) are on target for these youngest learners. Linguistically, the materials

represent the most basic, introductory forms and vocabulary, as well as repetition,

in order to convey meaning, as seen here, from Chapter 3:
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2) Grade level content is accessible for the beginning language proficiency level of

the students. Chapter 9 is a good example as it talks about community, which is a

common topic for this age level. The essential question for the Chapter is “Where

do we go every day?” The students engage in a variety of tasks appropriate for

beginning level students to help support understanding. Lesson 1 is about

transportation, or how do we get to places in our community? One activity involves

the students playing a concentration game with picture and words cards that

shows various modes of transport, as seen here:
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3) Grade level content is systematically presented throughout the materials. The

beginning of each chapter outlines the content connections and academic skills to

be addressed, as seen here, from Chapter 7:
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Additionally, there is a chart at the beginning of each chapter that outlines the 
objectives, lesson, by lesson. See an example here, also from Chapter 7: 

All chapters follow this format throughout the program. 

E. Strands of Model Performance Indicators
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1) Do materials include a range of language
functions?

Yes  No 

2) Are the language functions incorporated into a
communicative goal or activity?

Yes  No 

3) Do the language functions support the
progression of language development?

Yes  No 

Justification: Provide examples from materials as evidence to support each “yes” 
response for this section. Provide descriptions, not just page numbers. 

1) The program guide states, on pages 8 and 9 describes the use of language 

functions throughout the materials. Part of the passage states: “Hands-on English, K-1 

teaches key social language functions such as introducing oneself and asking for and 

giving personal information. However, the emphasis in the program is on academic 

language functions.”

The beginning of each chapter contains a chart for the teachers that outlines the target 

functions for the chapter. An example can be seen here, from Chapter 4, where the 

students will be identifying, describing, telling or retelling, and sequencing:
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2) Language functions are incorporated into communicative goals and activities in the

materials. Using the example above, from Chapter 4, the students will be learning a

chant and playing an I Spy! game to identify colors:

 These types of activities occur throughout the materials. Another example comes 

from Chapter 7, lesson 2 where the students use TPR to describe changes in the 

day and night sky: 
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3) The language functions support the progression of language development. As

mentioned above, the program teaches both key social language functions but

mainly focuses on academic language functions. There is a primary and secondary

focus within this area-the primary being on the language essential for meeting

classroom demands and the secondary focus is on “language essential for

communicating about grade-appropriate academic content, both in general terms

and in some subject-specific detail as appropriate for the content of each chapter.”

Each Chapter contains a Capstone activity which is the culmination of the

vocabulary, language functions and grammatical forms the students have been

using to complete a small project either alone or in pairs and involves an oral

presentation. An example is seen here, from Chapter 9, where the students need to

create a community map:
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 The evaluation criteria, seen below, contains the language functions that the teacher 

should be seeing from the students: 

 This culminating activity should demonstrate a progression in language development 

from the students. 




